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Abstract. Accurate and reliable registration of longitudinal spine im-
ages is essential for assessment of disease progression and surgical out-
come. Implementing a fully automatic and robust registration for clinical
use, however, is challenging since standard registration techniques often
fail due to poor initial alignment. The main causes of registration fail-
ure are the small overlap between scans which focus on different parts
of the spine and/or substantial change in shape (e.g. after correction of
abnormal curvature) and appearance (e.g. due to surgical implants). To
overcome these issues we propose a registration approach which incor-
porates estimates of vertebrae locations obtained from a learning-based
classification method. These location priors are used to initialize the reg-
istration and to provide semantic information within the optimization
process. Quantitative evaluation on a database of 93 patients with a to-
tal of 276 registrations on longitudinal spine CT demonstrate that our
registration method significantly reduces the number of failure cases.

1 Introduction

Assessment of disease progression and surgical outcome in the context of spinal
pathologies is commonly performed using longitudinal imaging [1]. Clinical ap-
plications include but are not limited to correction of abnormal curvature, spinal
fusion, treatment of fractures, vertebra disc replacement, and quantification of
loss of bone mineral density. In order to detect, analyze and quantify changes be-
tween structures imaged at different time points it is essential to establish accu-
rate anatomical correspondences which can be obtained by image registration. In
the context of spinal imaging, longitudinal data such as pre- and post-operative
scans can differ significantly which poses a major challenge to automatic regis-
tration methods. Relatively small overlap between pre- and post-operative data
is particularly common in trauma cases. While whole-spine images are often ac-
quired for diagnostic purposes when a patient is admitted to the hospital, more
restricted scans with focus on the pathological region (e.g. fractures in the cer-
vical part of the spine) are acquired after treatment. The overlap sometimes
covers only a few vertebrae that are visible in both images. But even if the
overlap of the visible anatomy is comparable, there are often large variations in
spinal shape, for example after treatment of scoliosis, and change in appearance
due to surgical implants such as metal screws, rods, and cages. These issues are
the main cause of registration failure, which we aim to overcome with this work.
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Our main contribution is a robust registration method which significantly
reduces the number of failure cases in the context of the difficulties mentioned
above. Robustness in the registration procedure is achieved by incorporating
prior information about approximate locations of vertebrae. This semantic in-
formation is automatically extracted from the images by employing a vertebrae
classification method. Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach
yields accurate registrations in challenging cases where alternative methods fail.

The general idea of incorporating additional information into intensity-based
registration is not new. Hybrid registration techniques [2], for example, which
combine intensity information with automatically detected landmarks are based
on such an approach. Also, registration methods which incorporate segmentation
priors [3] or other semantic information such as bounding boxes of anatomical
structures [4] fall into the same category. The key in such approaches is the in-
tegration of effective, application-specific components which can extract useful
information from the images prior to registration. However, we are not aware
of works that use such additional information to address the robustness in the
context of volumetric spine registration. For 2D-3D spine registration robustness
is achieved by using fiducial markers [5] which is not applicable in our scenario.
Previous works on volumetric spine registration mainly focus on transformation
models such as piecewise multi-rigid approaches [6,7] or aim at improving regis-
tration accuracy by highlighting spine specific image features [8] and anatomical
structures [9]. However, these methods require good initialization which we aim
to provide with the proposed registration approach.

2 Robust Registration using Vertebrae Location Priors

Registration methods commonly rely on iterative optimization procedures which
tolerate only a limited amount of initial misalignment. Reasonably accurate pre-
alignment is therefore required in order to allow the registration to converge to an
optimal solution. Often, application-specific heuristics can be employed in which
initial transformations are automatically determined. For example, aligning the
centers of intensity masses works often quite well for inter and intra-subject
brain registration.

In the context of longitudinal spine registration, such heuristics are more dif-
ficult to find. We will later demonstrate that both center of mass alignment and
exhaustive search along the main body axis often fail to provide good initial-
ization. The problem of initialization seems particularly challenging for clinical
spine data due to the issues discussed earlier such as small overlap, varying
field of view and substantial change in shape and appearance. In addition, the
presence of repetitive structures such as vertebrae bodies and ribs adds to the
difficulty and imposes many local minima for the optimization. In this context,
it should be beneficial to incorporate semantic information extracted from the
images prior to registration. Recently, significant progress has been made to-
wards automatic labeling and identification of individual vertebrae [10,11,12]
and inter-vertebral discs [13,14]. Using such techniques within a registration ap-
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proach seems a promising direction which can potentially overcome the issues
of initialization. Following this idea, we introduce a registration approach which
integrates a recently proposed learning-based vertebrae classification method
[12]. This method has been shown to work reasonably well on pathological data
which is essential for our purposes. The classification enables us to estimate
prior information on approximate locations of vertebrae. Please note that the
prior information does not need to be perfect as long as it can be used to start
registration within the tolerance regime of the employed method.

2.1 Vertebrae Classification

Vertebrae localization in [12] is posed as a dense classification problem. A voxel-
wise classifier based on randomized decision trees is learned using an annotated
database of training images. Annotations in this approach are vertebrae cen-
troids, from which dense label maps are generated and used for training.

At test time, the classifier produces probabilistic estimates for each image
point. The estimates correspond to the likelihood of a point being part of a par-
ticular vertebra. Formally, the output of the classifier is the posterior distribution
p(v|f(x)) where v ∈ V is a vertebra id and f(x) is a feature vector extracted at
image point x ∈ ΩI in a test image I. A post-processing step based on mean shift
and an outlier removal strategy [12] preserves the confident vertebrae centroid
predictions while reducing the number of false positives.

Our approach does not require perfectly accurate prior information, since
registration also relies on the rich intensity information. The uncertainty implic-
itly encoded in the probabilistic estimates will guide the optimization process
to rely on the most confident information. The probability estimates generated
by the classification approach can be directly integrated into the registration
process, both for initialization as well as to guide the subsequent optimization
process. To this end, we evaluate the posterior distribution in the spatial do-
main of the test image in order produce dense multi-channel probability maps
PI(v, x) = p(v|f(x)) with one channel per vertebra v. In Fig. 1, the thresholded
maximum-a-posteriori output of the classifier is shown for two images of the
same patient. Even though the output is noisy it contains sufficient semantic
information for successful registration.

2.2 Registration with Location Priors

The probabilistic vertebrae priors obtained from the classifier are beneficial for
two purposes. First, the inferred approximate locations of vertebrae can be used
to determine an initial translational offset that is applied to the moving image
prior to the actual registration. This offset is determined as the least squares
solution which minimizes the distances between the estimated centroids of ver-
tebrae which are detected in both images. Using this as an initialization works
well even for image pairs with very small overlap and different field of views. The
initial alignment is thus purely based on semantic information extracted from
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the images, without the need for any additional application-specific heuristics.
Initialization results for one example are shown in Fig. 2.

The second purpose of the location priors is to drive the registration towards
accurate alignment. This is achieved by augmenting the intensity-based objective
function with a matching criterion defined on the probability maps P . The in-
tensity information is suitable for precise alignment of structure boundaries, but
only once those structures sufficiently overlap. The prior probabilities on the
other hand help to avoid local minima by solving ambiguities between neigh-
boring structures with locally similar appearance. The combination of intensity
information and location priors obtained from a classifier makes the registra-
tion process very robust. We cast the registration of two images as the following
optimization problem

T̂ = arg max
T

ψ(I, J, PI , PJ , T ) , (1)

where T : R3 7→ R3 is the transformation which aligns the moving image I with
the fixed image J . The matching criterion ψ has the following form

ψ(I, J, PI , PJ , T ) = ρ(T (I), J) +
1

|VIJ |
∑

v∈VIJ

φ(T (PI(v, ·)), PJ(v, ·)) , (2)

where PI and PJ are the probability maps for the moving and fixed image,
and VIJ is the set of vertebrae that have been detected in both images. The
criterion ψ is thus simply the sum of an intensity-based matching criterion ρ
and another criterion φ evaluated on the probability maps. In the simplest case,
the two criteria can be defined using one of the popular similarity measures. In
this work, we use correlation coefficient both on the intensity information and
on the prior probability maps and both terms equally contribute to the objective
function. It could be beneficial to introduce a weighting factor that balances the
two terms, in particular if other similarity measures are considered.

The actual registration procedure with the objective defined in Eq. (2) follows
a common hierarchical setup. We first establish linear alignment with six degrees
of freedom defining a rigid-body transformation. Subsequently, we run a non-
rigid refinement using free-form deformations with three levels using 80, 40,
and 20mm control grid spacing. Both the linear and the non-linear components
make use of gradient-free optimization methods. For the linear registration we
employ the Downhill-simplex optimizer, and the non-rigid part is optimized using
discrete optimization [15]. This has the advantage that the objective function in
Eq. (2) can be easily integrated into the existing registration code.

3 Experiments

The data used for experimental evaluation is a subset of our publicly available
spine CT database1. Within this database we identified 93 patients for which at

1 http://research.microsoft.com/spine/

http://research.microsoft.com/spine/
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Fig. 1: Example of a challenging case of longitudinal spine registration where the
source and the target image focus on different parts of the spine with only a few
common vertebrae. After running our classification algorithm, location priors are
obtained which be used to solve the initialization problem. The shown colored
labelmaps correspond to the maximum-a-posteriori labels at each image point
where each color corresponds to a particular vertebrae.

least two longitudinal scans are available. In some cases up to five follow-up scans
are present. For each patient, we perform registration between all possible pairs of
scans if there is at least one common vertebra visible in both images. This results
in a total of 276 intra-subject longitudinal registrations. Each dataset comes
with manual annotations of vertebrae centroids which allows us to quantify the
target registration. To this end we apply the resulting transformations to the
manually annotated centroids of the moving image and determine the Euclidean
mean distances to the centroids in the fixed image. The vertebrae classifier that is
employed in our registration was trained on the remaining data from the original
database, for which follow-up scans are not available.

3.1 Pre-Processing

All evaluated registration methods operate on clamped intensity images. During
initial experiments with different intensity-based methods we found that this
yields best registration results when the aim is to establish correspondences
between bony structures of the spine. We only consider intensities within an
HU range of [100, 1500]. Setting an upper limit has also the effect of suppressing
surgical implants and other artifacts caused by metal. This is particularly helpful
when registering pre- and post-operative data.
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Fig. 2: The left image presents initialization results for three different approaches
for the moving and fixed image shown in Fig. 1. Green circles are vertebrae
centroids of C6 and T3 mapped from the fixed to the moving image space.
Red circles are ground truth centroids. Initialization via alignment of ‘Centers
of Mass’ fails completely in this case. The ‘1D Exhaustive’ search converges
to a local minimum from which subsequent registration fails (not shown). The
initialization via location ‘Priors’ yields sufficient pre-alignment for successful
registration (not shown). The plot on the right summarizes the alignment errors
after initialization for all 276 image pairs grouped with respect to the amount of
image overlap, expressed by number of vertebrae contained in both scans. Our
prior-based alignment is particuarly beneficial when the overlap is small.

3.2 Baselines

We compare our prior-augmented registration approach to three baselines. Each
baseline employs a different strategy for obtaining an initial alignment, followed
by a standard registration driven by intensity information only. The first base-
line ‘Centers of Mass’ uses the common heuristic of pre-aligning the centers of
intensity masses. The second baseline ‘1D Exhaustive’ uses a one-dimensional
exhaustive search along the main anatomical axis with a small step size (around
2mm). The idea of this baseline is that it can potentially find reasonable align-
ments for images with very different a field of view. The third baseline ‘Init with
Priors’ uses the proposed location prior-based initialization, but an intensity-
only registration subsequently. This allows us to evaluate the impact of using
priors for both initialization and within the objective function as it is done in our
method. All baselines use exactly the same intensity-based registration compo-
nents as our method. By using the identical setup for the transformation models
and optimization procedures for our method and the baselines, we can isolate
the effect of the location priors on the accuracy of the final registration result.

3.3 Results

Fig. 3 summarizes the main quantitative results in terms of error statistics, cate-
gorized by the number of overlapping vertebrae. We observe significantly better
registration performance for our method compared to the three baselines on all
cases. In particular, the difference in performance for the small overlap cases
is remarkable. The overall mean registration error after non-rigid refinement on
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Fig. 3: Statistics of registration errors for two intensity-only baselines, a third
baseline that uses prior maps for initialization only, and our registration which
uses priors for both initialization and within the objective function. The errors
are categorized by the number of overlapping vertebrae. The top row shows
the full error range including extreme outliers. The bottom row is a zoom-in
on a smaller error range. We observe that our method has significantly lower
failure cases, and mean, median and standard deviations of registration errors
are consistently lower in particular for the cases with small overlap.

all 276 registration is 12.3mm for our method, 39.8mm for ‘Centers of Mass’,
35.5mm for ‘1D Exhaustive’, and 14.0mm for ‘Init with Priors’. With increasing
overlap the registration errors decrease substantially. However, even if more than
10 vertebrae are visible in both images our registration method still outperforms
the baselines, including the one that uses prior information for initialization.
This indicates the importance of integrating the location priors also in the ob-
jective function. In terms of computational performance, our method is very
efficient. Evaluating the classifier to obtain the probability maps takes less than
one minute per image. The running time of the registration depends on the size
of the images and takes about 2 minutes on average.

4 Conclusion

We demonstrated how volumetric spine registration can benefit from prior infor-
mation about vertebrae locations yielding a fully automatic, robust registration
tool that could be used in clinical routine on challenging data. Our approach im-
mediately benefits from future improvements on learning-based vertebrae clas-
sification which could further reduce the number of failure cases. Establishing
correspondences between longitudinal data for a large cohort of patients al-
lows disease-specific modeling and a better understanding of underlying patho-
physiological processes. Statistical analysis on such data could potentially be
used to predict surgical outcome, which seems an interesting direction of re-
search for future work.
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